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›

›
Premium Products for Premium Results

With our Premium Designs lumber products,
beautiful builds like this one (above) is possible.
From fascia to trim, from siding to decking, and
more, you can do it all with Western Woods
Premium Designs lumber products.
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THIS IS
OUR STORY
Established in 1971 by Rick Richter, Western
Woods has been built from the ground up to
be an influencer in the lumber distribution
industry. For over 49 years we have provided
modern, in-demand hardwood, softwood,
engineered and composite materials. It has
never been our goal to be the largest, but to
be the best.

“Do what you say you’re going
to do, treat your suppliers like
customers, and the customer
always comes first.” -Rick Richter
As a family owned and operated business,
we appr eciate the value of maint aining

Here at Western Woods, we strive to be

s tr ong r elationships . A nd it is because

innovators in our industry, staying ahead of

we value our relationships, whether with

current trends and constantly on the look

suppliers or customers, that we guarantee

out for new ways to provide better value to

we will provide you with the best ser vice

our customers. As of 2017, we’ve expanded

throughout California. As said by our founder

our reach with another location positioned in

Rick Richter, “Do what you say you’re going

Southern California. We listen to customer

to do, treat your suppliers like customers,

needs - your needs - and reacted to them

and the customer always comes first.”

›

quickly, allowing us to deliver the results you
need for success. Through our experience,
our knowledge, and our ambition, we are able
to provide top-notch products and services.
Let us help you grow your business.

CONNECT
WITH US

TO FIND OUT MORE
Visit our website, westernwoodsinc.com to
learn more about our team, our products,
and much, much more!

MAIL US
275 Sikorsky Ave. | Chico, CA 95973

P.O. Box 4402 | Chico, CA 95927

CALL US OR VISIT US ONLINE
Tel ( 800) 824–4100 			

www.westernwoodsinc.com

(800) 822-8157			

info@westernwoodsinc.com

Fax (800) 894–8601
Copyright © 2020 Western Woods, Inc. All rights reser ved. The Western Woods, Inc. logo, as well as those of Premium Designs™, INTEGR AWOOD™,
PROFORMAWOOD™, ENDURAWOOD™, and RUSTIC RIDG™E are also trademarks of Western Woods, Inc. and may not be used without expressed permission.

CALL US (800) 824-4100
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Home featured represents some of the applications of PROFORMAWOOD™. It was not actually produced with this product.

WHAT WE DO
PREMIUM DESIGNS
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PREMIUM DESIGNS
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Western Woods Premium
Designs Patterns and Trim
offers leading performance,
versatility, and excellent
appearance for any build.
At Western Woods, we take tremendous
pride in delivering to our customers a line of
products that offers great value for money
while delivering exceptional performance and
durability. More importantly, these products
must be able to do all of that while also being

Looking Great. Inside and Out.

Premium Designs Patterns and Trim products
look great for both interior and exterior
applications. Make your client say wow.

friendly to the environment. Our Western
Woods Premium Designs™ Patterns & Trim
product line is the embodiment of these core

›

values.
With our Premium Designs lumber, every
customer receives a product that has been
sustainably sourced and expertly crafted. This
combination of excellent source material and
craftsmanship delivers professional grade
performance and versatility across a wide
array of interior and exterior applications.
Within the Premium Designs product range
you’ll find woods such as the reliable Radiata
Pine, the versatile White Fir, and the gorgeous
WHAT WE DO

Western Red Cedar.

FOUR PRODUCTS. SO MANY OPTIONS. With Premium Designs products, the possibilities
are nearly endless. Learn more about our available finishes, patterns, and sizing options on
PAGE 16 or call a member of our sales team at (800) 824-4100 for additional information.

CALL US (800) 824-4100

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS
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PREMIUM DESIGNS
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DON'T MAKE JUST A HOME.
MAKE A STATEMENT.

Great Looks That Last

ENDURAWOODs™ ability to firmly grip paint
and stains gives you great looking siding, trim,
and fascia that lasts and is easy to maintain.

›
WHAT WE DO

›

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS				

Cornerboard

8

Trim

Fascia

Band

Fencing

Rake

Siding

Framing

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

Decking

ENDURAWOOD™ is a Wildland Urban
Interface certified product.

VISIT US ONLINE www.westernwoodsinc.com

PREMIUM DESIGNS
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WESTERN WOODS PREMIUM FIR AND PINE PATTERNS + TRIM
CLICK HERE FOR OUR CURRENT PRODUCT OPTIONS

DURABLE AND VERSATILE.
At Western Woods we do not believe affordable building material should
translate into sub-standard quality or performance. With Western
Woods ENDURAWOOD™ Premium Patterns + Trim you will find a great
wood product that strikes the right balance of strength, value, and
quality appearance without breaking your budget.
Available in both White Fir and Pine, Western Woods ENDURAWOOD™ is
easy to work whether you are working with the material by hand or with
power tools. Thanks in part to their fine, smooth grain, both species
are known for their ability to take stain and paint with ease, allowing
ENDURAWOOD™ to achieve a clean look without any grain raising or
deformation. Better still, thanks to the smooth texture of both species,
ENDURAWOOD™ is able to firmly grip onto most paints, stains, and
other surface applications, providing your project the ability to maintain
exceptional appearance over time.
ENDURAWOOD™ can be used on a wide variety of applications. From

›

window and door trim to siding; from fascia to ceilings. In addition to its
endurance and versatility, ENDURAWOOD™ is available in a variety of

AVAILABLE OPTIONS				

Natural

Stained

Will lose its color
and silver over time.

You choose your
color & finish.

Primed

StainBlock is
applied for the top
coat application.

WWPA Patterns

Custom Patterns

WWPA Standard
Patterns available
upon request.

Custom patterns
available upon
request.

ORDER ENDURAWOOD™ TODAY		
Learn more about our available
sizes, pat terns, and more by
calling our knowledgeable sales
team at (800) 822-8 15 7 or by
checking out our PRODUCT LINE

EN D U
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CALL US (800) 824-4100

›

WHAT WE DO

Home featured represents some of the applications of ENDURAWOOD™. It was not actually produced with this product.

patterns and textures.

CARD on page 30.

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS
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PREMIUM DESIGNS
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Built for Versatility

INTEGRAWOOD™ is made with versatility in
mind. And due to its sustainable harvesting, it
performs with less impact to the environment.

TM

WESTERN WOODS PREMIUM FINGER-JOINTED LUMBER
CLICK HERE FOR OUR CURRENT PRODUCT OPTIONS

BEAUTIFUL AND FLEXIBLE
At Western Woods, we take performance, value, and sustainability seriously. With our
INTEGRAWOOD™ Premium Finger-Jointed Lumber, we offer a product that delivers just
that.
INTEGRAWOOD™ offers superior strength and performance over other non-engineered
wood products thanks in part to our sustainably sourced, defect-free raw material. As
part of our thorough production process, each piece of INTEGRAWOOD™ is finger-jointed
and edge glued by our expert team members, which then finish it off with our double-coat
primer process. This process provides our customers with a product that is easy to install
and will deliver longevity and performance.

THE POWER OF CHOICE						
MEET INTEGRAWOOD™ TIGHT KNOT + INTEGRAWOOD™ CLEAR.

›

›

We offer INTEGRAWOOD™ in two, distinct grades: INTEGRAWOOD™
Tight Knot and INTEGRAWOOD™ Clear.
» INTEGRAWOOD™ Clear offers a top-quality product containing
Clear

more traditionally straight, unified grain that is free of knots and
imperfections.
» I NTEGR AWOOD™ Tight Knot on the other hand, is our more
economical option of the INTEGR AWOOD™ line, comprised
of wood from the core of the tree that features some knots

Tight Knot

throughout the material.

ORDER INTEGRAWOOD™ TODAY			
WHAT WE DO

To learn more about our available sizes, patterns, and
more, please call our sales team at (800) 822-8157 or
by checking out our PRODUCT LINE CARD on page 30.
Warranty information and spec sheets available online at
www.westernwoodsinc.com.
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PREMIUM DESIGNS

THERE IS ENGINEERED LUMBER
AND THERE IS INTEGRAWOOD.

›

›

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS

Cornerboard

CALL US (800) 824-4100

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

Trim

Fascia

Band

Rake
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Siding
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WHAT WE DO

Home featured represents some of the applications of INTEGRAWOOD™. It was not actually produced with this product.

PREMIUM DESIGNS
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LUMBER WORTHY OF
TURNING YOUR BUILD
INTO A MASTERPIECE.
Truly Awe-Inspiring
PROFORMAWOOD™ is made of top quality Western
Red Cedar, delivering unparalleled versatility,
performance, and beauty to any build project.

WHAT WE DO

›

›

Saint Johns Episcopal Church in Chico, California. Exterior siding produced using PROFORMAWOOD™ products.

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS				

Cornerboard
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Trim

Fascia

Band

Fencing

Rake

Siding

Decking
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PREMIUM DESIGNS

TM

WESTERN WOODS PREMIUM WESTERN RED CEDAR PATTERNS + TRIM

PROFORMAWOOD
Boasting a core of Western Red Cedar that produces nearly twice
CLICK HERE FOR OUR CURRENT PRODUCT OPTIONS

the stability of many other softwoods, our PROFORMAWOOD™
Premium Western Red Cedar Pat terns + Trim delivers the
professional grade longevity, performance, and aesthetics you
need to make your next building project a success.
IT WORKS AS HARD AS YOU DO.

PERFORMANCE THAT LASTS.

PROFORMAWOOD™ is light weight and available

The Western Red Cedar found at the heart of

i n a v a r i e t y o f s i z e s . B ec aus e o f t he f i n e ,

PROFORMAWOOD™ boasts a natural resistance

straight grain structure and even texture found

to some of the more harmful elements such

in Western Red Cedar, PROFORMAWOOD™ is

a s m o i s t u r e , d e c a y, a n d i n s e c t d a m a g e .

easy to cut, saw, and nail with common tools.

W hen i t is pr e - s t ained, PROFORMAWOOD™

Additionally, PROFORMAWOOD™ is easily planed

w ill l a s t f o r d e c a d e s an d w ill m ain t ain i t s

to a smooth sur face or milled to ne ar l y an y

signature appearance even in extreme weather

pattern. It also holds glue bonds and adhesives

environments. As a result, PROFORMAWOOD has

exceptionally well, providing a solid base f or

become the premier choice amongst builders for

wood stains and paint.

exterior siding projects.

›

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

					

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Natural

Stained

Primed

Will lose its color
and silver over time.

You choose your
color & finish.

StainBlock is
applied for the top
coat application.

PROFORMAWOOD™ is a Wildland
Urban Interface certified product.

Interior/Exterior

WWPA Patterns

Custom Patterns

Both exterior &
interior options
available.

WWPA Standard
Patterns available
upon request.

Custom patterns
available upon
request.

S
C
V LE A TK
GR E R T I R
AIN CA
L

C+
B

›

TR

We offer PROFORMAWOOD™ in the grades
of STK, C+ BTR, and Clear Vertical Grain.

Different Grades

WHAT WE DO

2"x6" sealed exterior PROFORMAWOOD used on the exterior of this build.

CALL US (800) 824-4100

ORDER PROFORMAWOOD™ TODAY		
Learn more about our available sizes, patterns,
and more by calling our knowledgeable sales
team at (800) 822-8157 or by checking out
our PRODUCT LINE CARD on page 30.

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS
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PREMIUM DESIGNS
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RUSTIC RIDGE
PREMIUM AGE TREATED LUMBER BY WESTERN WOODS

CLICK HERE FOR OUR CURRENT PRODUCT OPTIONS

With Rustic Ridge™ you can have
the amazing look and feel of barn
wood without all of the waiting
and all of the headache.
Western Woods Rustic Ridge™ Premium Age
Treated Lumber is a new product that gives you
all of the aesthetic benefits of weathered, aged
lumber with the performance of new lumber.
Striking, rich tones, deep texture, long life, and
great per formance all in one package. With
Rustic Ridge™ you get the aesthetic you demand
from day one. No staining or painting required.

›

›

No fresh wood look that you are eagerly waiting
for to age naturally. Even better, this product
r equir es no additional main t enance and is
produced using all-natural materials making it
green and cost-effective.
Since Rustic Ridge™ lumber is made using
ne w, pr emium-qualit y lumber, your boar ds
exterior will age further over time, giving you an
even deeper texture and enriched color while
providing great performance all along the way.

WHAT WE DO

ORDER RUSTIC RIDGE™ TODAY		
To lear n mor e please c all our s ale s t eam
at (800) 824-4100 or by checking out our
website: www.westernwoodsinc.com.

Rus tic Rid ge Dou gla

14
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PREMIUM DESIGNS
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OLD WOOD LOOKS WITH NEW
WOOD PERFORMANCE.

How It Works
Rustic Ridge™ Premium Age
Treated

Lumber

achieves

its striking aged appearance
thanks to a unique mixture
of

naturally

developing

›

chemicals and minerals. It is
not a stain and or varnish. Our
“stimulated aging process”
reaches deep into the wood
on a microscopic level. This
process alters the fiber of

›

the wood at its core in a way
that's similar to the natural
aging process experienced
by lumber as it is exposed
to

the

elements.

Better

still, Rustic Ridge is able to
accomplish this without the
cupping, splitting, or peeling
that normally occurs as part
of the natural aging process.

Barnwood Aesthetics
RUSTIC RIDGE™ is able to deliver
the classic look of aged barn wood
all the while delivering new wood
performance and value.

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS

Cornerboard

CALL US (800) 824-4100

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

Trim

Fascia

Band

Rake

Siding
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WHAT WE DO

Home featured represents some of the applications of RUSTIC RIDGE™. It was not actually produced with this product.

PREMIUM DESIGNS
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Below is an outline of the different sizing, patterns, and other options we offer on

GETTING THE
PERFECT PIECE

Natural

Primed

Will lose its color
and silver over time.

StainBlock is
applied for the top
coat application.

Stained

Interior/Exterior

You choose your
color & finish.

Both exterior &
interior options
available.

products, in our PRODUCT LINE CARD on page 30.

SIZES & TEXTURES

FINISH
OPTIONS		

our Premium Designs products. You can find this information on these, and our other

ENDURAWOOD™ premium white fir and pine patterns + trim
Species

Size

Length

Texture/Pattern

KD WF (Trim Boards)

1x2–1x12, 2x2–2x12

8–20’

Resawn / Combed / Rougher Head / S4S

KD PP/ WF (Pattern)

1x6, 1x8

8–20’

WP–4 (T&G), WP–11 (ShipLap), REV, S2S

KD PP/ WF (Pattern)

2x6, 2x8

8–20’

WC200, REV, or S2S

INTEGRAWOOD™ premium pine finger joint collection, tight knot & clear
Species

Size

Length

Texture/Pattern

PRIMED PINE (Trim Boards)

1x2–1x12, 2x2–2x12

16,’ 20’

S1S2E

PRIMED PINE (Pattern Stock)

1x6

16’

Pattern 793, ShipLap, V1S, S2S

PRIMED PINE (Pattern Stock)

1x8

16,’ 20’

Pattern 794, ShipLap, V1S, S2S

PRIMED PINE (Pattern Stock)

1x10

16’

Pattern 795, ShipLap, V1S, S2S

PROFORMAWOOD™ premium western red cedar patterns + trim
Type

Size

Texture/Pattern

T&G | WP-4 | WC-200 | 633 | WP-11
Bevel |Log Cabin | WP-105 | And More

ALL SIZES

STK, Clr, Appearance Grade Rough,
S4S, S1S2E, RS4S, FJ Primed

›

Contact our sales team to get pricing for other sizes or custom options.

RUSTIC RIDGE™ premium age treated lumber

WHAT WE DO

PROFILE
OPTIONS		

WWPA Patterns

Custom Patterns

WWPA Standard
Patterns available
upon request.

Custom patterns
available upon
request.

AVAILABLE PROFILES

Contact our sales team to get pricing and a break down of our custom options.

At Wes t er n Woods , w e ar e
all about giving you the per fect
piece of lumber. We of fer the a
large selection of profile options,

T+G FLOORING

T+G V-JOINT

PATTERN 116

WWPA standard patterns, giving
you the lumber that will meet even
the most demanding of standards.

CHANNEL RUSTIC

16

SHIPLAP

including custom pat terns and

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

CLADDING

T +G CENTERMATCH

VISIT US ONLINE www.westernwoodsinc.com

›

WHAT WE DO
OUR SERVICES
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OUR SERVICES

REMANUFACTURING

One of our many services, Western Woods offers
our full-service custom lumber remanufacturing.
Using our state of the art facility we produce
secondary wood products backed by our years
of experience in the field of soft-woods. With

›

our know-how and assortment of modern
equipment

including

moulders,

resaws,

Stainline, Primeline, and more, we are confident
we can deliver on any of your custom lumber
production needs.

›

All of our materials are handled in our clean
environment
DOING IT RIGHT
Our remanufacturing
products are made
using top-quality tools
used by experts in the
trade. Going a step further, we use zero waste
practices, recycling all
spare material.

–

from

our

asphalt

exterior

surfaces, to our resaw and planer buildings, all
the way into our shipping facility for bundling,
end capping, and wrapping. We consistently
monitor the textures from our machines and
maintain an assortment of pattern knives to
provide customers with a variety of product
options, including custom patterns in both
rough and smooth textures. We carefully control
the conditions of our Primeline and Stainline
quality product. Everything at Western Woods is
stored inside our warehouse to guard against the
elements and provide ultimate protection.

CALL US (800) 824-4100

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS
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WHAT WE DO

service areas to guarantee we deliver a superior

OUR SERVICES

////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Mak ing e v er y pr oje c t look and

capable of cutting logs up to 21

feel unique is the goal of ever y

feet long and 36 inches in diameter,

craftsman, designer, and architect.

providing

With Western Woods Custom

possibilities for even large scale

Cut™ custom wood ser vices you

projects.

you

with

countless

›

can do just that. This year we have
broken new ground and in addition

Better

still,

our

t o o u r e x p a n s i v e in v e n t o r y o f

service, like many of the services

conventional building materials, we

on offer here at Western Woods, is

are proud to offer our customers

provided with sustainability in mind.

the option to order materials

Our cutting and milling processes

t o spec . Slabs , dow els , beams ,

have been optimized by our well-

fencing, and more - each piece

trained craftsman to produce an

exactly as you want it.

excellent

product

Custom

with

Cut™

The cabin shown below was built entirely
out of wood produced via our Custom Cut™
service. You can learn more by contacting a
member of our sales team.
Tel (800) 824-4100 Fax (800) 894-8601
www.westernwoodsinc.com

minimal

waste, making the most of each log
we cut. We are not only efficient

Woods will produce a product

with our logs, but also deliver a fast

tailored to your very needs and

turnaround. A great quality product,

specifications. We are not talking

rapid delivery, and great value. And

small pieces, either. Our mill is

that is something we stand by.

WHAT WE DO

With our new mill, we at Western

FEATURES

LOW WASTE

18

TIME
EFFICIENT

36’ MA X
DIAMETER

PRODUCT T YPES

21’ MA X
LENGTH

DOWEL

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

BEAM

SLAB

FENCING

VISIT US ONLINE www.westernwoodsinc.com

›
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OUR SERVICES

DISTRIBUTION

›

Since our start in 1971, we at Western Woods have built our
reputation as a leading wholesale distributor of lumber,
building materials and specialty products. We are committed

›

to delivering to our dealers and to our industrial clients alike
the best value to be found on the West Coast. One way we
accomplish this is through our volume buying strength. We
ensure you, our customer, a steady supply of products at
competitive prices and rapid delivery.
By strategically utilizing trucks, vans and rail, we offer
convenient shipping options as well as prompt and efficient
delivery. With our new, second location based in Southern
California, Western Woods now offers our great services
across all of California.
WHAT WE DO

MIDDLE LEFT: Our Northern California yard prepping loads for shipping.
BOTTOM LEFT: A load of lumber including Western Woods Premium Designs being
shipped out.

CALL US (800) 824-4100

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS
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OUR SERVICES
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STAIN LINE
Why is factory applied staining better?
First of all, painting or staining freshly milled natural wood is necessary.
Without it, your new siding will quickly darken and will now be susceptible
to mold, cupping, and movement in the wood. Getting that “new” look will
now require a lot of time and money.
Weather conditions, including rain, snow, drizzle, and higher than normal
humidity ratings, can be a major deterrent for proper stains, whether it
is an oil or latex application. Depending upon where in the country you
live, and what the normal humidity ratings may be, applying exterior

›

›

stain may not be possible on the job site. We apply all stains in a climate
controlled building which drastically eliminates the possibility of moisture
contamination.
Whether you are applying your stain via spray, brushing, rolling, or via
back rolling, having a consistent application to your product is vital.
That is why we offer our state of the art stain line. This process starts
by “flooding” the material ensuring a total, equally distributed coverage
which is followed by brushing to get complete even coverage.

WHAT WE DO

This cabin was built using Western Woods Stain
Line factory-applied lumber.

20
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OUR SERVICES

PRIME LINE
Protect new wood siding and natural exterior
finish before it is installed by priming it at
Western Woods.
The basics of priming
Using our state of the art paint booth, we apply an even coat of high
quality Premier Finishes, Inc. ("PFI") primer to all four sides of the
wood. The wood then travels through a drying oven making sure primer
is cured evenly at a controlled temperature. The wood then finishes its
journey and is inspected for quality. Finishing the process, the wood is
then end–painted to ensure complete protection.

Why is priming recommended?

›

Frequently, today’s homes are wrapped with a vapor barrier, i.e. Tyvek
or foiled faced insulation which does not allow large moisture droplets
to flow through. This, coupled with the fact that siding is often times
not vented, means the moisture gets trapped behind the siding. Priming
natural wood siding helps control rotting, mold build up, cupping and

›

movement in the wood, which ultimately gives your siding and your
finish coat more longevity.

Where is the trapped moisture coming from?
Trapped moisture occurs either when heated or air-conditioned
air from the house radiates out and meets the cold or hot air
outside. When the dew point is reached, moisture is formed in
various sized droplets. On fall mornings, this phenomenon is
evident on your car’s windshield. The temperature inside your
car is warmer than the outside temperature which causes
various sized water droplets to form. The chance of moisture collecting

Tel (800) 824-4100
Fax (800) 894-8601
www.westernwoodsinc.com

CALL US (800) 824-4100

on the backside of siding increases in the summer, when humidity is at
its highest. The high temperatures also promote mildew growth and
deterioration at an alarming rate.

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS
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WHAT WE DO

For additional information on Premium
Designs products, or on our Stain Line &
Prime Line services , please contact us at:

FEATURED PRODUCTS

TRUWOOD

FASTENMASTER

TIGERCLAW

WESTERN RED CEDAR

DOUGLAS FIR

FENCING

PLYWOOD

PAKARI TMD

RADIATA PINE

›
WHAT WE DO

PINE

REDWOOD

GREAT
PRODUCTS
MAKE FOR
GREAT
PROJECTS.

Take a look at our Product Line
Card (pg. 30) for additional
information such as product
sizing, finishes, and patterns. For
more in-depth questions, please
contact our knowledgeable sales
team or visit us online.

TIGERDECK

WHAT
WE OFFER

›

Deck Product Comparisons
TigerDeck

Ipe

TREX Brazilia

Red Cedar

Bending Strength psi

19,670

25,200

1,423

7,500

Strength psi

Name

10,320

13,010

1,944

4,476

Stiffness 1000 psi

2,230

3,010

175

1,100

Hardness Janka lbs

2,160

3,680

1,124

350

.012

.041

1.7

2.5

Water Absorption %
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TigerDeck® is the finest Tigerwood decking material for many reasons. Its low-maintanence, d
natural resistance to insects, decay and rot come with a bonus of incredible beauty. By choosin
quality kiln-dried natural material, you avoid many of the short-comings of composite and softw
TigerDeck® is renowned for its durability, beauty, innovative design and efficiency of installation

VISIT US ONLINE www.westernwoodsinc.com

Unique and Beautiful
The Thermal Modification process was developed in Finland, and
successfully used commercially in Europe since the 1990’s. Thermal
Modification is a chemical free method of heat treating wood with
nothing more than steam and high temperatures, this increases
the woods water repellent capabilities, insect/rot resistance and
dimensional stability.
Once wood has been put through the unique process of Thermal
Modification it is improved at the molecular level, taking on an
abundance of new benefits; increased durabilit y, stabilit y, and

›

even a reduction in the weight of the wood. Besides the physical
improvements, the Thermal Modification process also reduces the
woods ability to absorb water, resulting in a product that does not
shrink or swell to the same degree as unmodified wood, and is less
Pa

x6 p
ka ri 2

a t te r n

e d lu m

ber

susceptible to rot.
The Thermal Modification process increases the woods durability,
but to keep Pakari in optimal condition we recommend that it is given
the same care and maintenance as other unmodified wood products.

Benefits of Thermal Modification
The Thermal Modification process improves wood on

environments to be used in a wide variety of interior or

a molecular level, which allows sustainable species

exterior applications. For this reason Pakari may just be

that typically do not perform well in outdoor or wet

the “greenest” lumber resource on the market.

Clear
Knot Free

WUI
Certiﬁed

Insect & Rot
Resistant

Renewable
Resource

Long
Lengths

Save Time
No Pre-Drilling

Chemical
Free

For additional information on Pakari, and the other great wood products we offer, please call our sales
team, check out our PRODUCT LINE CARD, or visit our website at westernwoodsinc.com.

CALL US (800) 824-4100

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS
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›

The
The

Collection
Collection

1/2 in COTTAGE LAP®® SIDING
1/2 in COTTAGE LAP SIDING

7/16 in OLD MILL®® PANEL SIDING
7/16 in OLD MILL PANEL SIDING

1/2 in SELF-ALIGNING LAP SIDING
1/2 in SELF-ALIGNING LAP SIDING

1/2 in COTTAGE LAP® SIDING

7/16 in OLD MILL® PANEL SIDING

1/2 in SELF-ALIGNING LAP SIDING

LAP SIDING*
1/2 in SURE LOCK ™
1/2 in SURE LOCK ™ LAP SIDING*

1/2 in CHANNEL RUSTIC™
LAP SIDING
1/2 in CHANNEL RUSTIC™ LAP SIDING

1/2 in DESIGNER SHAKE®® LAP SIDING
1/2 in DESIGNER SHAKE LAP SIDING

1/2 in SURE LOCK ™ LAP SIDING*

1/2 in CHANNEL RUSTIC™ LAP SIDING

1/2 in DESIGNER SHAKE® LAP SIDING

PANEL SIDING
1/2 in ADOBE™
1/2 in ADOBE™ PANEL SIDING

1/2 in 808 OLD MILL®® PANEL SIDING
1/2 in 808 OLD MILL PANEL SIDING

OLD MILL®® SHINGLE LAP SIDING
OLD MILL SHINGLE LAP SIDING

1/2 in ADOBE™ PANEL SIDING

1/2 in 808 OLD MILL® PANEL SIDING

OLD MILL® SHINGLE LAP SIDING

1/2 in CEDAR SHAKE LAP SIDING
1/2 in CEDAR SHAKE LAP SIDING

1/2 in SURE LOCK ™
SIX COTTAGE LAP® SIDING*
1/2 in SURE LOCK ™ SIX COTTAGE LAP® SIDING*

REVERSIBLE TRIM
REVERSIBLE TRIM

›

1/2 in CEDAR SHAKE LAP SIDING

•
•
•
•
•
••

›

™
EcoGuard
zinc
borate
process
resists
termite
damage
1/2 in SURE™LOCK
COTTAGE
LAP SIDING*
EcoGuard
zinc SIX
borate
process
resists mildew,
mildew, rot
rot and
andREVERSIBLE
termite TRIM
damage
Pre-primed
Pre-primed for
for weatherability
weatherability
™
Easy
to
using
normal
woodworking
tools
EcoGuard
zinc
borate
process
resists mildew,
Easy
to install
install
using
normal
woodworking
toolsrot and termite damage
™

®

•
Create
homes
•
for weatherability
• Pre-primed
Create distinctive
distinctive
homes with
with TruWood
TruWood Siding
Siding and
and Trim
Trim
• Easy to install using normal woodworking tools
© 2017 Collins
© 2017 Collins

LOCK: TRUWOOD’S UNIQUE CONCEALED NAILING SYSTEM
• *SURE
Create
distinctive
homes
with TruWood
Siding and Trim
*SURE
LOCK:
TRUWOOD’S UNIQUE
CONCEALED
NAILING SYSTEM

800.417.3674
800.417.3674

© 2017 Collins

TruWoodSiding.com
TruWoodSiding.com

800.417.3674

TruWoodSiding.com
RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

*SURE LOCK: TRUWOOD’S UNIQUE CONCEALED NAILING SYSTEM

TW 11953 - Collection Ad_WWoodsCatalog.indd 1
TW 11953 - Collection Ad_WWoodsCatalog.indd 1

2/13/17 10:54 AM
2/13/17 10:54 AM

FENCING

Redwood Fencing

›

Western Red Cedar, Incense Cedar and
Redwood Fencing
Cedar and redwood are two popular materials used for fencing.
They are harvested from the cedar tree, which grows across
much of the northeastern U.S. and Canada, and the redwood
tree, which is found primarily on the west coast. Both of these
woods have natural features that make them particularly well
suited for fence construction and other outdoor uses. When

Cedar Fencing

comparing these materials, consider things like cost, maintenance and visual appeal to help make your final selection.

Split Rail Cedar Fencing
WHAT WE OFFER

Cedar split rail fencing is ideal for keeping in horses or livestock.
Cedar split rail fencing has a wonderful warm country feel to its
appearance making it a great choice for landscape fencing as
well.

Split Rail Fencing

CALL US (800) 824-4100

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS
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›

›

›
NATURAL.
SUSTAINABLE. SMART.
TigerDeck is made from one of the most common and beautiful South
American species (astronium spp). This delivers a product that is incredibly

WHAT WE OFFER

s tr ong, naturall y beau tif ul, durable, and decay r esis t ant . T igerDeck
processes and grades its products in the USA for a consistent kiln dried
product that is stable and finished with a furniture-like quality that will last
the life of your home. TigerDeck shines in any weather, making it the decking
of choice for homeowners, architects, and deck builders. Even more, Tiger
Deck is available with their very own proprietary hidden fastening system,
Black Talon, and in FSC® upon request.

26
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VISIT US ONLINE www.westernwoodsinc.com

FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF TIGERDECK
» Patented BlackTalon hidden fastening system virtually
eliminates pre-drilling and allows for a fast and efficient
installation. Deck board sizes are 1x4, 5/4x4, 1x6, 5/4x6
and are proﬁled to receive stainless steel fasteners.
» Clip usage is 1.7 clips/sq ft on 16” joist (4/4) and 1.3 clips/
sq ft on 24” joist (5/4).
» Incredibly strong. Joist spacing up to 24” O.C. with 5/4
decking.
» Kiln-dried (8%+/-3MC), processed and graded in the USA.
This assures stability, significantly reduces warping,
splitting and provides a more consistent product.
» Low

maintenance

furniture-quality

solid

alternative.

BlackTalon patented hidden fastening syste
virtually eliminates pre-drilling and allows fo
wood
a fast and efficient installation.

» Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) products available
upon request.
» Porch, paneling, interior flooring.
» A full line accessories including profiled hand and sub
rail fascia, balusters, risers, and posts.
» California Fire WUI Approved - Listing #8110-2077:0100.
» Independent slip tests exceed OSHA hazardous footing
guidelines (wet & dry).

• Stainless Steel black oxide treated clips and screws
• Works in all grooved deck boards
• Strong, even holding power
• Moves with expansion & contraction while staying tight
• Easy access to tighten or replace boards
• Clip legs hold clip to joist during standard installation
• Clip legs provide even gapping for both angle and standard ins

›

Standard Installation

BUILDING LASTING CONNECTIONS

BUILDING LASTING CONNECTIONS

virtually eliminates pre-drilling and allows

Use with any grooved decking material

Bamboo with angled install

Hardwood with standar

for a fast and efficient installation. BlackTalon moves with expansion & contraction
while staying tight & allows for easy access to
WWW.BLACKTALONUNIVERSAL.COM

tighten or replace boards.

BlackTalon Universal Deck Fastener

PO Box 830 • Wilsonville, OR 97070
503.625.1747

CALL US (800) 824-4100

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

WHAT WE OFFER

BlackTalon patented hidden fastening system
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›

OUR COMMITMENT
TO SUSTAINABILITY

Practicing business sustainably.
It's not just a smar t business
strategy, but an essential one for a
better tomorrow. As a business that
direc tly depends on our precious
natural and limited resources, we
ar e k eenl y a w ar e o f t he delic a t e
balance that our industr y must
maintain in order to keep up with
commercial demand while not
harming our environment . It is
because of this that we partner with
lumber providers which provide highquality wood material that is farmed
and har v e s t ed using sus t ainable
practices.

›

A nd our sust ainabilit y e f f or t s do

›

not end there. To help reduce our
environmental impact even further,
we have installed a massive solar
farm - with over 1,000 panels - at the
Western Woods facility that provides
enough energy to fully power all of
our operations during peak solar
hours.
When you buy from Western Woods

Going Green

Our solar farm, arranged in three
massive arrays, powers our entire
operation at our Chico, CA sales &
production facility.

you can say with confidence that
you are not only using high quality
lumber, but sustainably sourced and
produced lumber. At every step along

MAKING STRIDES

the production process we follow
industry best practices that reduce
our w as t e ou t pu t r e sul t ing f r om
our work . This includes recycling
packaging and banding, to containing

RECYCLING PACKAGING. We recycle all of
the packaging & shipping material we receive on
site. This includes everything from paper wrap
to cardboard, from metal banding to pallets. We
recycle it all.

waste chemicals and re-purposing

RECYCLING BYPRODUCTS. We strive to
maintain an as much of an environmentally
conscious production site by recycling as much
manufacturing byproducts including all left over
stains, paints, and wood waste.			
				

saw dust and cut scraps.
UPPER RIGHT: Our Solar Farm - The solar farm
located at our Chico, CA location provides power
equal to our peak energy consumption.
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WOOD WASTE

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

PACK AGING WASTE

STAIN + PAINT WASTE

VISIT US ONLINE www.westernwoodsinc.com

THE
WILDLAND
URBAN INTERFACE
Your safety is important to us.
Minimizing our environmental impact is not our only sustainability
goal here at Western Woods. Keenly aware that more and more
people are moving into the Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI), our
team has proactively sought out methods to produce lumber
products that increase survivability in environmental events such as
wildfires. Whether it is a home, a commercial structure, or a simple
outbuilding, every moment of structural survivability in the face of
disaster matters.
With that goal in mind, we are proud to announce that all of our
Premium Designs products* have been produced to comply with
the rigorous standards outlined in the WUI Products Handbook.
P ublished b y t he C ali f or nia S t a t e F ir e Mar shal (SF M) as a
supplemental part of the California Building Code (CBC), the WUI
Products Handbook outlines all of the products that have been
reviewed by the SFM Staff and had their compliance verified based
upon thorough analysis of product performance test results and
product reliability features. Every WUI verified product is listed and
a listing number is then attached to the product.
To learn more about the Wildland-Urban Interface, check out their
website at www.fire.ca.gov. To get a listing of our WUI compliant
products, please visit our website at www.westernwoodsinc.com/
wui.

CALL US (800) 824-4100

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

The Wildland–Urban
Interface (WUI) is
commonly known as
an area where people
are moving towards
that are increasingly
"natural." People are
enjoying increased
recreational activities,
being closer to the
natural beauty, and
the increased privacy
these areas offer.

›

Technically, however,
the WUI is more along
the lines of a set of
conditions. To learn
more in-depth about
the WUI, please visit
the California Fire
Science Consortium
website at: www.
cafiresci.org/wui-ca.

SUSTAINABILITY

			* T h i s i n c l u d e s I N T E G R AW O O D , E N D U R AW O O D ,
P R O F O R M AW O O D , an d R U S T IC R ID G E lum b e r
products. Additional, non Premium Designs products
listed as well. See our website for details.

What is the
Wildland-Urban
Interface?

2020 PRODUCT + SERVICES BROCHURE
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CONTACT INFORMATION

OUR SERVICES

WESTERN WOODS

» Prime Line

» Stain Line

» Remanufacturing

275 SIKORSKY AVE.

» Distribution

» Custom Cut™

» Rustic Ridge™

CHICO, CA 95973

FEATURED BRANDS

P.O. Box 4402
Chico, CA 95927

WE OFFER PRODUCTS FROM
THESE GREAT BRANDS.

Tel ( 800) 824–4100

›

(800) 822-8157
Fax (800) 894–8601

PAKARI THERMALLY MODIFIED LUMBER

www.westernwoodsinc.com

DECKING
2 x 6 S4S

2 x 6 Ribbed

Reach us online at:

2 x 4 S4S

1 x 8 Skirting

info@westernwoodsinc.com

4 x 4 Posts

›

EXTERIOR SIDING
Available via special order.

TigerDeck

DOWNLOAD IT NOW!

Other products include

®

Ta k eisomade
u r L i nfrom
e C aone
r d of the most common and beautiful
TIGER DECK
with you
anywhere,
on species (astronium spp). It is incredibly
South
American

durable
and
warranty.
DECKING
any device.
Get
it atoffers a 25 year limited
TigerDeck® features include:

1x6 S4S & Grooved 5/4 x 6 S4S & Grooved
westernwoodsinc.com
• Patented BlackTalon hidden fastening
(picture 1) virtually
5/4 system
x 10 S4S
4x4
eliminates pre-drilling and allows for a fast and efficient installation.
Available
Pre–Stained
Deck board sizes are 1x4, 5/4x4, 1x6,
5/4x6 and
are profiled
to receive stainless steel fasteners.
For

product

SIDING

Clip usage
is 1.7 clips/sq ft on 16” joist (4/4) and 1.3 clips/sq ft
spec •sheets,
warranty
on 24” joist (5/4).

information, and more please visit our

T+G V1S		

Rain Screen

• Incredibly For
strong.
to 24” O.C. ACCESSORIES
with 5/4 decking.
website westernwoodsinc.com.
all Joist spacing up DECKING

Weathered Look

other inquiries, please•contact
a member
Kiln-dried
(8%+/-3MC), processed and
graded
in the
USA (picture
2).
Black
Talon
Hidden
Fasteners

stability, significantly reduces warping, splitting and
of our sales team via This
the assures
information
above.

Pro Plug
provides a more consistent product.

• Low maintenance furniture-quality solid wood alternative.
• Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) products available upon request.
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• Porch, paneling and interior flooring.
• A full line of decking
accessories
including OF
profiled
hand and sub
RETURN
TO TABLE
CONTENTS
rail, fascia, balusters, stepping and posts.

VISIT US ONLINE www.westernwoodsinc.com
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ENDURAWOOD™ - premium white fir and pine patterns + trim

TERN WOOD
ES
S
W

PREMIUM DESIGNS
PA
IM
T TE
RNS & TR

PREMIUM PATTERNS,
FASCIA, &
TRIM

Species

Size

Length

Texture/Pattern

KD WF (Trim Boards)

1x2–1x12, 2x2–2x12

8–20’

Resawn / Combed / Rougher Head / S4S

KD PP/ WF (Pattern)

1x6, 1x8

8–20’

WP–4 (T&G), WP–11 (ShipLap), REV, S2S

KD PP/ WF (Pattern)

2x6, 2x8

8–20’

WC200, REV, or S2S

INTEGRAWOOD™ - premium pine finger joint collection, tight knot & clear
Species

Size

Length

Texture/Pattern

PRIMED PINE (Trim Boards)

1x2–1x12, 2x2–2x12

16,’ 20’

S1S2E

PRIMED PINE (Pattern Stock)

1x6

16’

Pattern 793, ShipLap, V1S, S2S

PRIMED PINE (Pattern Stock)

1x8

16,’ 20’

Pattern 794, ShipLap, V1S, S2S

PRIMED PINE (Pattern Stock)

1x10

16’

Pattern 795, ShipLap, V1S, S2S

PROFORMAWOOD™ - premium western red cedar patterns + trim
Type

Size

Texture/Pattern

T&G | WP-4 | WC-200 | 633 | WP-11
Bevel |Log Cabin | WP-105 | And More

ALL SIZES

STK, Clr, Appearance Grade Rough,
S4S, S1S2E, RS4S, FJ Primed

Contact our sales team to get pricing for other sizes or custom options.

RUSTIC RIDGE™ - premium age treated lumber

›

Contact our sales team to get pricing and a break down of our custom options.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

GREEN DOUGLAS FIR

CONTACT US

PLYWOOD

1x4 & 1x6 | 2x4 - 2x14 | 3x4 - 3x12 |
4x4 - 4x16 | 6x6 - 6x16 | 8x8 - 8x16 |
10x10 - 10x16 | 12x12 - 12x16
OPTIONS: Econ, Util, Std/Btr, #2/Btr,
#1/Btr, S/Str, Clr.

For pricing, details on customization
options, or to arrange shipping,
contact our sales team at
(800) 824-4100.

4x8 | 4x9 | 4x10 | 4x12

PRE-CUT STUDS
2x4 | 2x6 | 3x4 | 3x6 | 4x4 | 4x6
(92 - ¼ | 104 - ¼ | 116 - ¼)

FENCING

» Custom cut length studs available.

DRY PINE
AVAILABLE SPECIES: Sugar, Radiata &
Ponderosa
PATTERNS AND TRIM
#1 Com, #2 Com, #3 Com, Clr
1x4 - 1x12 | 2x4 - 2x12
T&G | WP-4 | WC-200 | 633 | WP-11
Bevel | Log Cabin | WP-105 | & More
» Custom patterns upon request.
Natural, Primed or Stained

CALL US (800) 824-4100

AVAILABLE SPECIES: Western Red Cedar,
Redwood, and Incense Cedar.
1x4 & 1x12 | 2x4, 4x4
OPTIONS: Square top or dog eared,
Post & & Rails
CEDAR SPLIT RAIL & POST FENCING
(2-Hole Post, 3-Hole Post, 8’ Rail, 10’ Rail)
» Grapestake & Palings also available.

DRY DOUGLAS FIR
2x4 - 2x12 | 3x4 - 3x6 | 4x4 - 4x12
6x6 - 6x12 | 8x8

OPTIONS: Marine | MDO | CCX PTS
CDX | CDX Struct 1 | ACX Doug Fir
Underlayment’s | Plyform
Premium & Sound Siding
Primed 1 & 2 Side Siding
Dura-Temp Primed/Particle Board
Interior & Exterior Fire Treated

TRUWOOD SIDING & TRIM
Old Mill Shingle Lap Siding, Cedar
Shake, Sure Lock Lap Siding, Adobe
Panel, Designer Shake, Self-Aligning
Siding, Cottage Lap, 7/16” & 1/2” Panel
Siding, Channel Rustic, Reversible
Trim 4/4 and 5/4 + Accessories
» Concrete Form

OPTIONS: Std/Btr, #2 Btr, #1 Btr, Sel/Str,
Clr, Exposed.

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS
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›

›
Tel (800) 824–4100
(800) 822–8157
Fax (800) 894–8601

275 SIKORSKY AVE.
CHICO, CA 95973

GET A DIGITAL COPY

Did you know you can get a
digital copy of our brochure?
Get it now on our website.

LETS GET SOCIAL
Scan the QR Code with your phone or tablet
and join us on LinkedIn.

SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER
Scan this QR code with your phone or
mobile device and stay up to date with the
news, events, and product announcements
happening here at Western Woods.

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

FIND US ONLINE:
www.westernwoodsinc.com
info@westernwoodsinc.com

